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Open Members meeting 26th September 2017

Venue: Sensory Centre Camleon

Chair:   Arthur Cowie

Members Present:  John Ballantine (Treasurer), Terry Barlow (Vice Chair) John Clow, Kate Cross, Paul Cross, George Eckton, Douglas Gilroy, Margaret Gilroy, John Graham, Mike Harrison (Secretary) Duncan Hearson, Yvone Jackson, Colin McDonald, Maurin McDonald, John McDonald, Jim McKay, Gordon Mungal, Pauline Nolan, Terry Robinson, Liz Rowlett and Sally Shaw, 

Guests Present: Shaun Glowa, Marion Smith (on behalf of Karen Sutherland Award Winner) Grace Warnock (Award winner) Judith Warnock, Jackie Winning& Christine Marone Forth Valley Sensory Centre and Alastair Dalton Scotsman Transport Correspondent 

Apologies: Amanda Burt, Elaine Clougal, Murray Fleming, Stan Flett , Maggie Lawson, Brian Masson, Lizzie Masson, Moira Mungal,  Patrick Nyuamurundira, Alan Rees Mathew Short, Ian Smith, Mary Tolmie, Sandra Wilson, Linda Wright.

Minutes: Audrey Morrison


Guest Speaker
The Chair informed the meeting that the Management Committee had decided that they wished to hear from the members at this member’s meeting, as SATA is their organisation with this in mind we are delighted to have as speakers Jackie Winning and Christine Marone from the Forth Valley Sensory to give us an insight into the organisation 

Jackie provided information on the role of the FVSC to provide added value services to the local community which local authorities were not in a position to do, In particular sport and social activities, and providing a community hub to benefit the wider community, raise awareness of sensory loss and to promote and raise confidence in its service users. The centre had future plans to take services out to the community to help people live independently.

Christine Marone a sensory centre service user for 11 years a detailed how the centre developed by learning from other centres nationally. How the design of the building provided for easy access for all with no steps and handrails around building.

The building provides for many differing groups which allows for an exchange of ideas as well as an understanding of different issue. By joining different group Chistine advised how her confidence grew and how the centre helped people live independent lives 

The chair thanked the speakers and praised their work to raise confidence, he noted that to achieve a meaningful outcome everyone needed to work together, and to never be afraid to raise a question or look for support.

Open Discussion
   

The chair informed the meeting at this point they had hoped to discuss the Business Plan, but this would not be possible due to the lack of hard copies available at the meeting. Yvone Jackson stated that the onus was on the members to ensure that attendees had the previously circulated paper work with them. The Chair advised the meeting that the Business Plan would be re-circulated for discussion at another meeting.



The Chair opened up the meeting to the floor for discussion and comment. The Chair assured those present that there was not such a thing as stupid question, just silly answers.


Newsletter

Liz Rowlett informed the meeting we were going to re-introduce a SATA Members Newsletter She requested that the members provide her with material for inclusion in the newsletter.

Twitter Page


Liz also informed the meeting she would be shortly have a SATA Twitter page up and running as another means of improving communication between us



Taxi Consultation

Sally Shaw raised the issue of Transport Scotland’s Taxi Consultation, and advised that a questionnaire had been circulated to ascertain experiences of taxi users. The chair noted that SATA would never give a blanket response to consultations, but strive to  provide a response that reflected the views that fit each community, or area as “one size did not fit all”. 

Pauline Nolan noted that often the attitude of taxi drivers was not what it could be. 

The Chair counselled that it was important to develop a relationship with the Taxi licensing board, local authorities, to address this issue and that training was a key element with regard to this. However a major issue was that training varied from area to area and it was difficult to enforce adoption of any issues raised in the training. 

Pauline went on to describe a bad experience she had at Edinburgh Airport. Pauline’s experience was backed up by other members who have had bad experiences using air travel. 

the Chair noted that more work was required in relation to air transport. In this regard he informed the meeting that members of SATA Management Committee had met with the Access Officer based in Inverness Airport with a view to progressing this further to include all Scottish Airports, which will hopefully create a more constructive relationship with the airline operators. 


Bus Consultation



Mike Harrison reminded the meeting he had previously circulated a notice of the Consultation on Bus Accessibility, as yet he has not received any responses. The Chair asked that members to respond to the Secretary as this allows to reflect an accurate reflection of what is actually occurring. Again SATA will not respond in manner that does not take into account the views from across the country.  

Close
As there were no further matters raised the chair closed the meeting by thanking everyone for taking the time to attend today The Meeting was closed at 15:00

























